THE BIGGEST WORD IN THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
Rev. Scott W. Alexander, Preaching
Sunday, February 9, 2020
This morning ‐‐ as we celebrate Fellowship Sunday and enjoy our annual Fellowship Brunch together – I want
to reflect on “The Biggest Word in the Whole Wide World.” Perhaps the best place to begin is by telling you
what is NOT the biggest word in the whole wide world.
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
The biggest word in the whole wide world is NOT
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
Which means: “all is grand, great, glorious, splendid, superb, wonderful”
This rather playful‐run‐on word—which we all learned to say (or sing) as kids ‐‐ is an adjective…whimsically
made up (you may not know) in the 1930’s out of the imagination of a newspaper columnist from Syracuse,
New York, Helen Herman ‐‐ and made popular as a song in the 1964 Disney Musical Mary Poppins. Every
school child learns this silly word…but as fun as it is to sing or say…it really doesn’t have much meaning
beyond its purposeful tongue‐tying cheerfulness!
But the word I want to explore (in depth) today is a much BIGGER word. It’s NOT LONGER…(with more vowels
and syllables)…BUT BIGGER…more powerful, richer, and inclusive…perhaps the‐single‐most‐important word in
all of human language and religious thought...and it is a word is very near and dear to all of us gathered in this
building this morning. I won’t keep you guessing my friends…here it is…the biggest word in the whole wide
world is…DA‐DA‐DA‐TA!
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
UNIVERSALISM
Yep…Universalism…the second half (and less‐understood portion) of our faith tradition’s bifurcated name.
Though we don’t often pause to fully appreciate its full import and power, this word lies at THE VERY CENTER
AND SOUL of everything we do here in this religious community…it ANIMATES AND INFORMS THE VERY
HEART OF OUR FAITH TRADITION…and (I pray) SHAPES THE VERY WORK OF OUR HANDS out in the world…
without the word “Universalism” we would be spiritually lost as a people of faith…absolutely lost. So let me
remind you this morning WHY this word is so HUGE…not only for us (as Unitarian Universalists)…but for all of
humanity, if they would only know it, deep to the heart.
[PAUSE…]
Alright…perhaps the place to begin is with a definition of the word universalism…here’s what good old
Merriam‐Webster has to say…
[THE FOLLOWING DEFINITION IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
Merriam‐Webster Dictionary
universalism
noun
uni∙ver∙sal∙ism | \ ˌyü‐nə‐ˈvər‐sə‐ˌli‐zəm \

Definition of universalism
A) a theological doctrine that all human beings will eventually be saved
B) the principles and practices of a liberal Christian denomination founded in the 18th century
originally to uphold belief in universal salvation and now united with Unitarianism
2 : something that is universal in scope
3 : the state of being universal
Now, please note that this definition of universalism is NOT capitalized (as it is in our denominational
name)…but rather it is a lower‐case “u” they use…and indeed in any discussion of this word:
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
We must begin by understanding and appreciating the crucial distinction between:

1) Universalism upper‐case “U” ‐‐ which is the proper name of the 250 year‐old progressive, institutional
faith tradition of which we are so proudly a part…

2) universalism lower‐case “u” ‐‐ which is the noble spiritual conviction of the heart (the radical/holy
idea) that every human being is a child of God (or, if you are a humanist, the noble spiritual conviction
that every human being is a precious child of creation)…NO EXCEPTIONS!

Now…most of this sermon is going to be devoted to the all‐important SECOND HALF of this distinction…the
spiritual conviction about “our precious human oneness”…but first, I do need to make sure that we all
understand what it means (historically and theologically) for us to be Unitarian Universalists, upper‐case ”U”!
To accomplish this…we must go back 250 years.
[PICTURE AND CAPTION OF REV. JOHN MURRY IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Rev. John Murry (1741‐1815)

When he was 39 years old…In the year 1770 – exactly 250 years ago this year! ‐‐ a Welsh preacher by the
name of John Murry, a Methodist had been slowly persuaded to (what was called) “The universalist (small
“u”) Position” – a liberal and inclusive perspective within Christianity that had existed (in one form or another)
for hundreds of years ‐‐ sailed to New Jersey, and found himself called (as an itinerant preacher) to preach and
spread this “heretical” gospel of God’s unbounded love and universal salvation for all humanity (all up and
down the Eastern Seaboard from Virginia to New Hampshire) .
[PICTURE AND CAPTION OF GLOUCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, UNIVERSALIST CHURCH IS PROJECTED UP ON
THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

The Universalist Church (The Independent Church of Christ) in Gloucester, Massachusetts
Murry helped to establish the first organized Universalist congregation in America, The Independent Church of
Christ, in Gloucester, Massachusetts (located in that old sea‐faring community…which is today a proud and
stable congregation of 100 members, I used to preach there regularly in their beautiful/historic building in the
1990’s when I worked as an executive at denominational headquarters). Soon after the founding of this first
Universalist church, other great Universalist preachers (and hundreds of new congregations…especially in rural
America) emerged in the new nation:

[THEIR FOUR PICTURES PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

George De Benneville

Hosea Ballou

Elhanan Winchester

Benjamin Rush
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George De Benneville, Elhanan [El‐han‐an] Winchester, Benjamin Rush (the great physician, politician, social
reformer, humanitarian, educator, and signer of the Declaration of Independence) and Hosea Ballou
(Universalism’s leading theologian) to name a few – religious rebels all who began spreading the word (all over
the Eastern Sea Board) about this new and radical form of optimistic and inclusive Christianity.
[FOUR PICTURES COME DOWN OFF CHANCEL SCREENS]
Now…as I shared last Sunday in my sermon on “Human Nature” the prevailing theology (in these early days
when Universalism ‐‐ and the twin, optimistic heresy of Unitarianism ‐‐ took root in America and spread) was
Calvinistic, Puritanical Christianity: which understood God as a stern and judgmental cosmic ruler, an angry
and omnipotent God disgusted with humanity’s depravity and imperfections. Human beings were seen as
trapped in the fallen state of Adam and Eve, and stood convicted of original sin, for which eternal damnation
in hell was the fate for all…except a few “elect” who would be saved from the fires of hell by the mysterious
grace of God. When folks went to church in early America, they routinely heard how they were doomed to
eternal torment in hell because God was so disgusted with all their errors and imperfections.
So…it was over this dark and foreboding theological landscape that the fresh and hopeful breezes of
Universalism (and, with some theological differences, Unitarianism) began to blow. And here is the essence
of that early Universalist message – which was decidedly liberal Christian: The God of this good and beautiful
creation is a beneficent and loving God…mercy and kindness (not judgment and condemnation) are the
primary qualities of God…the heavens are friendly (not hostile) toward us…and the good news is that this
gracious God has made humanity in his own highest image…and therefore every human being (as a precious
child of God) has within the potential to achieve goodness, nobility, and (ultimately…despite our obvious
failings as earthly creatures) SALVATION. The Universalists affirmed that because of the sure and powerful
love of our creator, no human being, no matter how flawed, is beyond redemption…and there is no hell (but
only heaven lying beyond this life) because God, in his infinite and illimitable love, will eventually bring all
human beings (all his children) into the fold of his perfect love and peace.
And because they were inspired by this positive theology of the goodness of creation and the worth of all
persons…the Universalists (along with the Unitarians) lead the way (in the new nation) with all sorts of societal
reforms – fighting for the human dignity of the poor, the hungry and homeless, the mentally ill, the
imprisoned, workers, women and children, and even the animals!) So…the heart of early Universalism (capital
“C”) was humane, compassionate, justice‐seeking and inclusive.
And…as Universalism grew (as America grew) and evolved (and I would say “theologically matured”) as it
moved into the 20th Century (powerfully influenced by the optimism of humanistic thought) the spiritual
message more‐or‐less became this as this faith tradition evolved past its Christian roots:
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
THE CENTRAL (AND INCLUSIVE) SPIRITUAL MESSAGE OF MODERN UNIVERSALISM:
THE DESTINY OF HUMANITY IS OF ONE PIECE. ALL OF US HERE ON EARTH BELONG TO ONE ANOTHER AS
MEMBERS OF ONE PRECIOUS AND INDISSOLUBLE HUMAN FAMILY…IRRETERIEVABLY INTERCONNECTED TO
ONE ANOTHER BY OUR GOODNESS AND SHARED HUMANITY…ALL WORTHY OF THE WORLD’S COMPASSION,
CONCERN, RESPECT AND PROTECTION…ALL OF THE TIME…NO EXCEPTIONS.
Here is the way my colleague the Rev. Rob Hardies, Senior Minister of All Soul’s Unitarian Church in
Washington DC recently summed up this message:
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“One of our greatest assets is our gospel—the gospel of Universalism, of God’s love for ALL people. I serve a
church called All Souls, which kind of says it all. Those two words sum up all that is good and holy and true
about religion. Can you imagine a church that called itself “Some Souls Church”? But isn’t that the de facto
name of the dominant religious culture in America? The religious right worships a God of some souls, a God
who plays favorites, a God who picks and chooses.
The good news that we Unitarian Universalists have to share is that a God who picks and chooses is no God
at all. It is an idol. Against this spurious faith we must preach the old Universalist gospel of a love that
invites all souls to the welcome table, not some. A love that can take hold of our hearts and lead us to lives
of meaning and purpose. Our gospel of Universalism is big enough and generous enough and loving enough
to capture the hearts and minds of the people.
Sometimes folks say to me, “Rob, this gospel of Universalism almost sounds too good to be true.” When
they do, I always remind them of something that Mae West once said. She warned, “Too much of a good
thing . . . is wonderful!” [And then Rev. Hardies concludes] Other folks worship a God of some souls, and they
have the audacity to call that the “good news.” We stand for a commanding and transforming love that
embraces all souls, and I dare say that is the even better news.”
Rev. Hardies has it exactly right. I guarantee you that in a clear majority of the Christian churches in this town
right now ‐‐ most especially the conservative “evangelical” ones ‐‐ the theological message those in the pews
are regularly receiving is one that DIVIDES the human family between the “saved” and the
“damned”…between “US” (the right‐believing and righteous who ‐‐ like us ‐‐ are in God’s favor) and “THEM”
(those misguided unfortunate persons who do not yet understand the way – our way! ‐‐ of truth and
salvation). Although not all faith traditions fall neatly into one category or the other, I think it is nonetheless a
true observation that:
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]



The opposite of universalism (small “C”) the inclusive spiritual path which sees and celebrates human
oneness and worth…
Is spiritual tribalism – a perspective on life which insists on dividing humanity into “US” and “THEM.”

But don’t just take my word for it (this week after the superbowl)…
[PICTURE AND CAPTION OF AARON RODGERS IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Aaron Rodgers
star quarterback of the Green Bay Packers
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Listen – of all people ‐‐ to Aaron Rodgers the great and capable quarterback of my favorite football team, the
Green Bay Packers…”Go Packers!” Rodgers made big news in the sports world earlier this month when he sat
down with girlfriend Danica [DAN‐I‐CA] Patrick for an interview on her Pretty Intense podcast. During the
interview, Rodgers (a talented athlete, who I had never much thought of as a theologian!) discussed why he
has personally rejected the kind of conservative, evangelical Christianity practiced by his extended California
family…noting that (for him) their religion is “a problematic BINARY system.” Here are his words:
It’s saved and unsaved…it’s heaven and hell…It’s enlightened and heathen ‐‐ it’s holy and righteous…and
sinner and filthy ‐‐ and I think that makes a lot of people feel better about themselves – you know, “I got
Jesus and I’m saved and I’m going to heaven [but I don’t know about you!]!”
And then – sounding every bit like a universalist ‐‐ both Capital “C” and lower‐case “c” ‐‐ Rodgers went on to
question the morality of a god who would condemn his own children…
I don’t know how you can believe in a god who wants to condemn most of the planet to a fiery hell. Like
what type of loving, sensitive, omnipresent, omnipotent being wants to condemn most of his beautiful
creation to a fiery hell?
Well…[SCOTT POINTS TO HIMSELF] this Universalist “capital C” says “RIGHT ON AARON!...YOU ARE ONE
GREAT THEOLOGIAN AND THINKER (NEVER MIND YOUR AMAZING FOOTBALL SKILLS!)”
But when I read his inclusive words, I worried, because perhaps ‐‐ like so many Americans – he HAS NEVER
HEARD OF (OR KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT) our rather small organized liberal faith tradition! I worry (and this is
what a popular 1950’s newspaper ad our denomination used to run said) I worry that Aaron Rodgers “May be
a Unitarian Universalist and not even know it!” So…just a few days ago…after I completed writing this
sermon…I sent Mr. Rodgers a letter (care of the Green Bay Packers Front office!) and enclosed this sermon, in
the hopes that (after reading it) he will realize that there is a whole intelligent, compassionate, organized
religion (capital “UU”) that sees humanity and creation in the same holistic and inclusive way he does!
And further…in the hope he will explore Unitarian Universalism as a possible “spiritual home” for him and his
girlfriend:
[PICTURE AND CAPTION OF GREEN BAY UU CONGREGATION IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Green Bay Area Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
1313 Main Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin
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I sent him contact information about our (cozy, little, 80 member) Green Bay congregation with a downtown
building – right on Main Street that is easy to find! ‐‐in the hopes that he will visit them some Sunday (he’s not
playing football!) and discover that there are thoughtful/serious/spiritually‐inclusive/justice‐seeking people
who see and cherish humanity as one beautiful whole.
[PICTURE OF GREEN BAY FELLOWSHIP COMES DOWN OFF CHANCEL SCREENS]
So, I want to share our Universalist message as widely as I can in our culture and the wider world! But I must
pause here and observe that this inclusive spiritual conviction (of our indissoluble bonds as human beings one
to another) is NOT “AN EASY OR CASUAL GOSPEL FOR THE HUMAN HEART.”
Back in the 1990’s, when Collins and I lived in Salem, Massachusetts, we attended the First Universalist Church
there, and met Jim Harrison, a rough‐and‐tumble blue‐collar guy who would become our much beloved home
contractor and handy man. Every Sunday at the front door, he told the minister (our friend Marta Flanagan)
that he was reporting for his weekly “spiritual tune‐up” so he could get through the next week without killing
anybody!
[PHOTO OF THE “UNIVERSALIST IN TRAINING” TEE‐SHIRT IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

And one Sunday, he greeted Collins and me each with the gift of this tee shirt [SCOTT HOLDS UP THE ACTUAL
TEE‐SHIRT JIM GAVE HIM] (he had made enough of these shirts for the entire congregation)…emblazoned
with the simple words:
“UNIVERSALIST IN TRAINING”
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With a picture of a guy furiously riding a bicycle (with training wheels) through the heavens.
What Jim said to us that morning was, “Look guys, AT BEST I am a UNIVERSALIST IN TRAINING…I AM A HOT
HEAD WHO GETS IN FIGHTS WITH DRIVERS WHO CUT ME OFF… CONTRACTERS WHO MESS UP…OR PEOPLE
WHO DISAGREE POLITICALLY WITH ME…THERE ARE ALL KINDS AND CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE I DON’T LIKE
AND CAN’T STAND…AND SO I COME TO THIS CHURCH TO TRY TO LEARN HOW TO BECOME A REAL
UNIVERSALIST…I WANNA GO AN OPEN AND INCLUSIVE HEART…BUT ITS REAL HARD!
Jim died just a couple of years later, bless his heart. But I treasure this tee‐shirt as a reminder of his
wisdom…he was a reluctant (and rough‐and‐tumble) Universalist. The fact is, I think that Jim was just a bit
more honest about his feelings, thoughts and behaviors than most UU’s (not to mention the rest of the
population!)! The truth is (AND WE ALL KNOW THIS FROM THE MEAN‐NESS OF THE WORLD) that it is really
hard to firmly install the spiritual conviction of universalism into your heart, and then live your life from
that generous, compassionate and inclusive place day‐after‐day‐after‐day‐after‐day. I will just speak for
myself here. After all these years – almost 50! ‐‐ of being a Unitarian Universalist religious leader, I too am still
a just UNIVERSALIST IN TRAINING. Every day I am challenged (and chastened) by the demands of human
caring, compassion and inclusion. In my heart of hearts, I am often guilty of often dividing people (in my
thinking) into “US” and “THEM” when the SOUL of our religious tradition call upon me to only see “WE.”
Universalism is such a big and challenging word because it is often not easy to embody and live.
Here is the bottom line this morning, my dear friends. I believe that the single most important spiritual idea
in the whole wide world is UNIVERSALISM…the HOLY CONVICTION OF THE HEART that as human beings “we
are (irretrievably) all in this together!” Universalism (both small and big “C”) proclaims that our human
destiny is of one sacred piece. As a species, we will not create (or maintain) a world worth having if we do not
keep before our eyes (and nurture in our hearts) the vision of our indissoluble human belonging to one
another(as precious children of God and this creation). This is true when we are in the grocery store and the
tired‐looking woman with three fussy children in front of us in the check‐out line finds herself $3.00 short of
the amount she owes (take out your wallet and pay it!)…It is true when we see hungry and homeless people
right here in Indian River County (let’s roll up our sleeves institutionally and do something about it!) and it is
true when (as a nation) we send medical teams half way around the world to help after an earthquake or
pandemic outbreak (tragedy anywhere in the world ‐‐ for anyone ‐‐ is tragedy for us!). On this little spinning
blue/green planet home of ours, there can be no successful separation of people into “US” and “THEM” –
there can only be our one holy, indissoluble “WE‐NESS”. In this creation, there cannot be salvation or
success if it is only reserved for some some…it must be for all, NO EXCEPTIONS! We must (ever and always)
look out at the world, and see in our hearts what Universalist poet Carl Sandburg sang at the very end of his
amazing poem “The People…Yes” :
There is only one horse in the world,
and his name is All Horses.
There is only one bird in the air,
And her name is All Wings.
There is only one fish in the sea,
And his name is All Fins.
There is only one man in the world
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And his name is All Men.
There is only one woman in the world
And her name is All Women.
There is only one child in the world
And the child’s name is All Children.
There is only one Maker in the world
And [that Maker’s] children cover the earth
And they are named All God’s Children.

Amen

